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What is crisis?
• When an individual perceives an event/situation as extremely stressful,
traumatic, or overwhelming
• There is a disruption in their ability to access the necessary skills in the moment
to help them cope
• It may present as an “extreme” emotion that is difficult to regulate, de-escalate,
or console.

Crisis is a period of heightened vulnerability and requires a
thoughtful and sensitive response

How do we differentiate between ‘normal
behavior’ and crisis?
(e.g.) difficulty separating from a caregiver can be a normal
aspect of a child’s social/emotional development. Let’s consider
these questions when deciding if a moment rises to the level of
‘crisis’:
• Is the behavior that the child is exhibiting out of their norm?
• Are they able to utilize any age-appropriate coping skills?
• Are they responsive to parent/staff/caregiver attempts to help them
manage their feelings?
• Are there any physical safety risks to themselves or others?
• Are there risk to their emotional well-being?

Why do kids go into crisis mode?
• Behavior is meaningful; unmet physical/emotional needs
• Kids (and adults) communicate is lots of different ways; verbal communication
is pretty low on the list
• It is likely that kids tried to ‘tell’ us or their grown-ups how they were feeling,
but we missed it, so they try again in bigger ways
• Can you think of a time that your non-verbal cues were missed?

When at first you don’t succeed, just try, try again!

Role of Trauma…

Most observable symptoms are behavioral expressions of underlying
trauma. Keep in mind trauma results in physiological and biological
changes that contribute to these behavioral expressions (ie: altered
biological stress response leads to startle response)

Grounding Vignettes
The first child is under a chair in a waiting area of a pediatric clinic. He is sobbing
and saying “No” as various adults try to convince him to come out and go into his
appointment. He screams as an adult approaches holding out a hand though no
one touches the child. If we were able to get closer, we might observe his shallow
breathing and visible pulse, indicating an increased heart rate.
The second child laughs as she runs through the area. She is tearing pages from a
coloring book and shredding them. She grins as the tiny pieces scatter. She grabs
a pen and scribbles along the wall as she runs. This child appears gleeful and an
observer might assume that she is choosing to taunt the adults.

Please hold these examples in mind as we continue.

So what do we do to help?!?!

Crisis Intervention is a…
Way of Being,
not a Thing to Do
There are 8 core beliefs that help to guide the way we help kids in crisis. If you can commit
to these beliefs and ways of being, you CAN be safe and effective to our most vulnerable kiddos!

1. Remaining calm communicates safety
2. Goal is to help the child feel heard and understood
3. We are thoughtful in how we chose to help keep
kids safe
4. Hold the belief that kids are not bad

5. Know that how we react has greater implications
than just in the moment
6. Big feelings are OK
7. Tracking our own triggers and limits is necessary
8. Trust and believe in a team approach

1. Remaining Calm
Communicates Safety
Just like kids, we communicate through a combination of our tone, behavior, body
language, facial expressions, affect and words
• Maintain a soft and regulated cadence to your voice
• If able, try to move in a slow and predictable way
• If safe, try to be at the kiddo’s level, or even below their level
• Show the kiddo through your affect and facial expressions that you can take what they’re showing you
• Simply being in the presence of a grown-up who is calm can help a child feel more safe

You have the ability to show kids that adults can be warm, kind, and caring, even in the most stressful situations.

2. Goal is to help the child
feel heard and understood
Old Goal:

Child’s behavior
needs to stop

Reframed Goal:

Child needs to feel
understood

When we’re able to truly focus on helping the child feel heard and validated, we increase understanding and
sense of safety, which often reduces the ‘crisis behaviors’

3. We are thoughtful in how we choose to
help keep kids safe
• We must remember our foundation of being trauma-informed
• Uninvited physical contact can be triggering and feel unsafe for many
children (and adults)
• Consider relationship and knowledge of trauma history—DON’T make assumptions
• Ask yourself, is this child going to hurt someone else or themselves?
• What can we allow or let go?

• If we have to physically help a child be safe, calmly let them know what to expect and emphasize
the purpose of needing them be and feel safe (remember 1. Remain Calm)

4. Hold the belief that kids are not bad
What happened to you?

vs.

What is wrong with you?

• Symptoms vs. Behaviors
• Kids in crisis are trying to show us how they’re feeling on the inside, not trying to be “bad” or “naughty”
• Talking to other adults nearby; kids are listening
What unintended messages could kids be sent by telling them they’re “being bad?” Where do they hear these messages?

5. Know that how we react has greater
implications than just in the moment
• Social contract
• The impact of ‘just’ one

• Modeling for parents and other professionals
• Social Learning Theory

• Rewriting or changing their storyline
• Form deep and meaningful bonds with child (whether you see them again or
not)
We have the unique opportunity to help show kids that despite their prior
experiences, the world and people in it can be physically and emotionally
safe for them.

6. ‘BIG’ feelings are OK
• We allow kids to show their “big” and messy feelings

• vs. telling them or showing them they shouldn’t be feeling
how they are

• How do kids know that we can handle big feelings?

• Not trying to ‘fix’
• Leaning in an reflecting what may be behind their behavior
• Demonstrating permissiveness

• More than one feeling at the same time
• Being comfortable with ambiguity
• Seeing the nuance

7. Tracking our own triggers and limits is
necessary
• Do you have personal limits outside of a child
hurting themselves or others?
• What are your own reactions to big
feelings/family norms or beliefs?
• Ghosts from our nurseries/shark music
Shark Music Video

8. Trust and believe in a team approach
• Tap out when needed; does not reflect inability, but your ability to listen
to your triggers and feelings
• Check-in with person helping child, but don’t over power them
• Communicate in the moment and listen to one another
• Track how many adults are in the space. What would it be like for you if
you were the child?
• Team can help manage the outside situation (other people in the room,
talking with folks in the nearby vicinity, helping keep the space clear)
• Trust one another and yourself!

Let’s summarize & review….

What kids in crisis DON’T need…
• to be given the message that they’re “bad” or a
disappointment
• to be given many directives
• to feel threatened
• to have many adults standing over them
• to be made to feel devalued,
disrespected, or unsafe

What kids in crisis DO need…
• to be respected and valued as whole people with very real thoughts, feelings and
beliefs
• calm grown-ups
• help to feel physically and emotionally safe
• someone that can see the hurt and pain behind their behavior and presentation
• to be heard and understood
• empathy, compassion and kindness

Helping kids through crisis sensitively, safely and through the lens of
trauma has the ability to make a life long meaningful impact on their
sense of themselves and the way they make sense of the world.

Questions? Case Examples? Thoughts?
Wonderings?

Contact Information/Useful Resources
Resources:
Please feel free to reach out to me:
Alana Russotti

arussotti@spcc-roch.org
585.753.2715

Society for the Protection and Care of Children
www.spcc-roch.org
NYS Infant Mental Health Association
www.nyaimh.org
Zero to Three
www.zerotothree.org

National Child Traumatic Stress Network
www.nctsn.org
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